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BACKGROUND: The IFCC Committee for Standardization of Thyroid Function Tests developed a global harmonization approach for thyroid-stimulating hormone
measurements. It is based on a multiassay method comparison study with clinical serum samples and target setting with a robust factor analysis method. Here we describe the Phase IV method comparison and reference
interval (RI) studies conducted with the objective to recalibrate the participating assays and demonstrate the
proof-of-concept.
METHODS: Fourteen manufacturers measured the harmonization and RI panel; 4 of them quantified the harmonization and first follow-up panel in parallel. All recalibrated their assays to the statistically inferred targets.
For validation, we used desirable specifications from the
biological variation for the bias and total error (TE). The
RI measurements were done with the assays’ current calibrators, but data were also reported after transformation
to the new calibration status. We estimated the pre- and
postrecalibration RIs with a nonparametric bootstrap
procedure.
RESULTS: After recalibration, 14 of 15 assays met the bias
specification with 95% confidence; 8 assays complied
with the TE specification. The CV of the assay means for
the harmonization panel was reduced from 9.5% to
4.2%. The RI study showed improved uniformity after
recalibration: the ranges (i.e., maximum differences) ex-
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hibited by the assay-specific 2.5th, 50th, and 97.5th percentile estimates were reduced from 0.27, 0.89, and 2.13
mIU/L to 0.12 , 0.29, and 0.77 mIU/L.
CONCLUSIONS: We showed that harmonization increased
the agreement of results from the participating immunoassays, and may allow them to adopt a more uniform RI
in the future.

© 2017 American Association for Clinical Chemistry

Given the prevalence and gravity of thyroid disorders,
timely diagnosis, initiation, and monitoring of therapy
are important to restrict the impact of the disease on
public health. Measurement of serum thyroid hormone
concentrations is an indispensable tool to confirm the
disease, particularly because the clinical symptoms often
resemble other disorders or are subtle in case of subclinical thyroid dysfunction (1, 2 ). The main clinical scenarios for measurement of serum thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)16 are screening for thyroid dysfunction,
evaluation of thyroid hormone replacement for primary
hypothyroidism, and assessment of suppressive therapy
in patients with follicular cell-derived thyroid cancer.
Professional practice guidelines incorporate laboratory
testing of thyroid function in patient care (3–7 ). Reference intervals (RI) reported along with the laboratory
data are an integral part of the interpretation process
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Harmonization of Serum Thyroid-Stimulating
Hormone Measurements Paves the Way for the
Adoption of a More Uniform Reference Interval

Harmonization of Serum TSH Measurements

Materials and Methods
PANELS OF CLINICAL SAMPLES

To allow manufacturers to adjust their calibration to the
harmonization basis we developed, we performed a new
method comparison for Phase IV. We sourced samples
from 2 commercial companies (in.vent Diagnostica
GmbH; Solomon Park Research Laboratories) but also
with the aid of 8 different outpatient thyroid clinics in
Belgium, Japan, and Australia. The goal was to obtain a
harmonization and first follow-up panel each comprising

samples with concentrations that reasonably cover the
measurement intervals of the participating TSH immunoassays. C-STFT provided the eligibility and exclusion
criteria (see Section 3 in the Data Supplement that accompanies the online version of this article at http://
www.clinchem.org/content/vol63/issue7). Blood (ca. 50
mL per donor) was collected in serum separator tubes to
mimic routine conditions and locally processed into offthe-clot serum. Samples were stored at ⫺70 °C and
transported under dry ice to either the Europe- or USbased company for aliquoting. The aliquots of the 1st
follow-up panel are stored in the facilities of the National
Institute for Biological Standards and Control (UK). For
all collections the approval of a Bioethics Committee and
written informed consent from patients were received.
The deidentified samples were accompanied by a short
description of the patients’ clinical background (type of
thyroid dysfunction, comorbidities, surgery/treatment,
ethnicity, sex, etc.). The TSH harmonization and first
follow-up panels comprised 101 and 95 samples,
respectively.
For the RI study, 120 samples from American individuals were sourced under identical conditions from
Solomon Park Research Laboratories. Selection criteria
were negativity in antithyroperoxidase antibody screening and a serum TSH concentration ⬍10 mIU/L (cutoff
recommended for starting with replacement therapy;
testing performed with the Tosoh AIA-2000 platform)
(4, 5 ).
STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Fourteen IVD manufacturers participated, each with one
immunoassay (coding and further details in Table 1).
ASSIGNMENT OF TARGET VALUES

Two “targets”—actually, 2 sets of 101 sample-specific
value assignments—for the harmonization panel, referred to below (for historical reasons) as all-procedure
trimmed mean (APTM)-11 and APTM-4, were assigned
using a robust factor analysis model (22 ). The first target,
the APTM-11, was derived from the results reported by
all manufacturers but 3, i.e., manufacturer E whose assay
design was in contrast to that of all others not real third
generation, and N and O who joined the project 1 year
after the validation of the target setting described in this
report had been completed. The second target, APTM-4,
was based on the results of 4 manufacturers only (identified in Table 1), i.e., those who measured both the harmonization and first follow-up panel in the same run.
The data from these 2 panels (n ⫽ 196) were pooled to
statistically estimate the APTM-4 targets.
STUDY MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL

In the method comparison study, all IVD manufacturers quantified the harmonization panel. The samples
Clinical Chemistry 63:7 (2017) 1249
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(8, 9 ). Since many laboratory measurements are not yet
comparable, RIs are typically established for each assay
and are considered assay-specific. For physicians who
only use one laboratory and are aware of these technical
issues, this practice is fine. However, those who request
test results from different laboratories, are often faced
with challenges owing to different RIs. Assay-specific RIs
are also problematic for patients who regularly move between geographic locations and/or are seen by different
doctors (10 ). More generally, assay-specific measurement results prevent the development of modern public
health standards, such as clinical guidelines quoting fixed
decision limits and integration of electronic patient records in the healthcare system (11 ). Paramount to the
goal of using common RIs is the establishment of metrological traceability of in vitro diagnostic (IVD) medical
devices—also called standardization (12–14 ). As the
IFCC Committee for Standardization of Thyroid Function Tests (C-STFT) members, we decided to focus our
efforts on immunoassays for TSH and free thyroxine in
partnership with the IVD industry (15 ). Our premise
was that, if possible, we should adhere to the concept for
traceability recommended by the International Organization for Standardization (16 ). Although a reference
measurement procedure existed for free thyroxine, we
considered this option for TSH unlikely and developed a
pragmatic approach to harmonization rather than standardization (17, 18 ). To circumvent the often encountered commutability issues in establishing calibration
traceability of IVD assays, it was a premise for C-STFT
that harmonization should be done from a multiassay
method comparison study with a panel of native and
clinically relevant samples (19 –21 ). We developed a robust factor analysis method for estimation of the harmonization targets and demonstrated the equivalence of the
approach to standardization to a reference measurement
procedure (22, 23 ).
Here we report on behalf of the C-STFT the most
recent Phase IV studies in our TSH harmonization
efforts in which we demonstrate that establishing calibration traceability of commercially available immunoassays enables the adoption of a more uniform RI
for TSH.

Table 1. Study participants (ordered by code given in this report), inclusive the platforms/TSH assays and number of samples
considered for validation of the recalibration process. The listed reference and measurement intervals are those stated in the
kit inserts.

Code

Siemens Healthineers (Tarrytown, NY) Advia
Centaur XP

Ac,d

0.55–4.78 (n = 229)

0.008–150

89

Abbott Diagnostics (Abbott Park, IL) Architect
i2000

Bc,d

0.35–4.94 (99%, n = 549)

0.010–100

88

a

Cd

0.35–5.10

0.020–100

87

Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics (Buckinghamshire,
UK) Vitros ECi

Dd

0.47–4.68 (95%, n = 525)

0.015–100

85

bioMérieux SA (Marcy-l’Etoile, France) Vidas

E

Shenzhen Mindray Bio-Medical Electronics Co.,
Ltd. (Shenzhen, China) CL-2000i

Reference Interval (mIU/L)

Ng

0.25–5.00 (n = 60)

0.050f–60.0

77

Beckman Coulter Inc. (Brea, CA) Access 2

F

d

0.34–5.60 (95%, n = 217)

0.015–100

86

DiaSorin S.p.A (Saluggia, Italy) Liaison® Analyser

Gd

0.30–3.60 (95%, n = 519)

0.020–100

90

a

Hd

0.30–4.04 (95%, n = 146, Chinese)
0.37–3.76 (95%, n = 299,
Europeans)

0.020–100

86

Roche Diagnostics GmbH (Mannheim,
Germany) Elecsys (Cobas e 601)

Ic,d

0.27–4.20 (95%, n = 516)

0.014–100

88

Tosoh Corporation (Tokyo, Japan) AIA-2000

Jc,d

0.38–4.31 (95%, n = 497)

0.010–100

89

a

Snibe Co., Ltd. (Shenzhen, China) Maglumi
2000

Kd

0.30–4.50 (95%)

0.020–100

87

a

Fujirebio Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) Lumipulse G1200

Ld

0.31–3.07 (95%, n = 140)

0.0042f–200

90

Sichuan Maccura Biotechnology Co., Ltd
(Chengdu, China) IS1200

b

LSI Medience Corporation (Tokyo, Japan)
STACIA

N

b

Sysmex Corporation (Kobe, Japan) HISCL-5000

O

0.48–4.15

f

0.002 –100

88

0.34–4.22 (n = 134)

0.002–100

91

a,b

Manufacturers who only joined in 2015a and/or 2016b for participation in the Phase IV method comparison study.
Data from these manufacturers were used to calculate the APTM-4.
d
Data from these manufacturers were used to calculate the APTM-11.
e,f
The lower limit of the measurement intervals is the functional sensitivity unless differently stated as flimit of quantitation deﬁned by CLSI’s EP17 (24 ).
g
Actual number of samples taken into consideration in the validation of the recalibration [this number was related to each assay’s measurement interval and was maximum 101 (total
number of samples in the harmonization panel)].
c

were measured in a randomized sequence specified by
us, in singleton on each of 2 days; the individual results
were reported. The manufacturers also included their
master calibrators (note, these are the calibrators used
for in-house value assignment to the product calibrators) for measurement in parallel with the panel samples and according to the same protocol. In the RI
study, which was performed a minimum 6 months
after the method comparison, the samples were measured in order of ascending ID number, in singleton
and within run. Organization and interpretation of
internal QC was left to the discretion of each
manufacturer.
RECALIBRATION OF IMMUNOASSAYS

We calculated both the APTM-11 and APTM-4 targets
for the harmonization panel and sent the IVD manufacturers a preliminary report with the intention that both
1250
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targets would be used in recalibration. Manufacturers
recalibrated by value reassignment of their master calibrators to the APTM-11 and APTM-4 targets following
their in-house mathematical procedure without disclosing it to us. In essence the process consisted of fitting the
respective APTM values and instrumental response data
for the patient samples into an equation, and solving it
for concentrations as a function of the responses registered for the master calibrators; the process continued
with recalculating the results for the patient samples as if
the revised master calibrators were used for calibration.
The manufacturers reported back 2 sets of results, i.e.,
recalibrated to either the APTM-11 or APTM-4. For the
measurements of the RI panel, manufacturers also reported the pre- and postrecalibration results; the latter
were based on mathematical transformation of the former using the master calibrators revised in the harmonization study.
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Measurement
Interval (mIU/L)e,f

IVD manufacturer Platform/Immunoassaya,b

Harmonization of Serum TSH Measurements

DATA TREATMENT

ANALYTICAL SPECIFICATIONS

For validation of the recalibration data we used the desirable specifications for bias and TE based on the biological variation, i.e., 7.8% (bias) and 23.8% (TE) (26 ).
HOMOGENEITY AND STABILITY STUDY

We assessed the homogeneity from a subset of 12 samples (12 aliquots per sample) collected in parallel with
the samples for the method comparison study (but not
included in the harmonization panel). The TSH concentrations in this sample set were in the low, mid, and

high range (4 test samples per interval). Because 2
companies had been involved in aliquoting, we did
this study for both. A protocol described for certified
reference materials was adopted (27 ). Note that the
stability study is ongoing. For details on both studies,
see the online Supplement, Sections 1 and 2. All Supplemental Tables and Figs also are available in the
online Supplement.
Results
CONCENTRATION INTERVAL COVERED BY THE CLINICAL
SAMPLES IN THE METHOD COMPARISON STUDY

The full TSH concentration interval of the harmonization panel was from 0.001 mIU/L to 172 mIU/L
(based on APTM-11) and 0.002 mIU/L to 193 mIU/L
(based on APTM-4). Note, the reason for the discrepancy between the highest TSH concentration according to the APTM-4 and APTM-11 was that, coincidentally, the 4 selected assays in APTM-4 all reported
a higher measurement result. The concentrations in
the follow-up panel were between 0.002 and 169
mIU/L (based on APTM-4). In online Supplemental
Fig. 1S and online Supplemental Fig. 2S the uncertainties
of the APTM-4 estimates are shown. The overall relative
uncertainties amounted to 0.7% (for the upper part of
the CI of the estimate) and 1.0% (the lower part CI). The
mean difference between the APTM-4 and APTM-11 targets relative to their mean was ⫺0.6% (see online Supplemental Fig. 3S). Regression analysis of the overall mean
results calculated from the results reported by the manufacturers after recalibration to either the APTM-11 or
APTM-4 gave [mean resultsrecal to the APTM-11] ⫽ 0.987
[mean resultsrecal to the APTM-4] ⫹ 0.055 (R2 ⫽ 0.9999); the
mean difference was ⫺2.2% (see online Supplemental Fig.
4S). Based on this outcome and recognizing the value of
using targets inferred from the results by the 4 assays that
measured both the harmonization and first follow-up panel
in the same run (details in the online Supplement, Section
13), we decided to use the APTM-4 for recalibration.
VALIDATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RECALIBRATION

Only the results within the assays’ claimed measurement
intervals were used (see Table 1). The combined difference (%) plots (Fig. 1, A and B) show the assays’ deviations to the APTM-4 before (Fig. 1A) and after recalibration (Fig. 1B). Note, the latter was constructed using the
measurement data mathematically recalculated with the
reassigned master calibrators. Fig. 2, A and B, demonstrate the assay-specific median deviations (%) to the
APTM-4 before and after recalibration in 3 concentration intervals. Fig. 2A shows the combined picture of the
deviations with indication of the 15th, 50th, and 85th
centiles, while Fig. 2B represents for each assay the magnitude and sign of the deviations. From the details listed
Clinical Chemistry 63:7 (2017) 1251
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For data treatment in the method comparison study,
we used Microsoft EXCEL®. We focused on 2 objectives: decide which APTM (APTM-11 or APTM-4) to
use as a basis for harmonization, and demonstrate/
validate the suitability of the recalibrated results to
meet the analytical specifications stated below. For the
first objective, we calculated/plotted the differences
(%) between the 2 APTMs relative to their mean; in
addition, we compared the outcome of the recalibration of the assays to each of the APTMs by ordinary
linear regression analysis. To do so, we calculated for
each sample the overall mean concentration from the
results reported by the manufacturers after recalibration to the APTM-11 (y axis) and APTM-4 (x axis).
For the second objective, we considered for each assay
(a) the pre- and postrecalibration median deviation
(%) to the target in distinct concentration intervals;
(b) the mean deviation or bias (%; and 1-sided 95%
CI) to the target after recalibration; (c) the pre- and
postrecalibration CVs (%) of the assay means, and (d)
the total error (TE; %) for the first replicate after
recalibration. For treatment of the pre- and postrecalibration data for the RI study we used the CBstat
software (version 5.1, K. Linnet, www.cbstat.com). It
comprises the Anderson–Darling test to assess the data
for normality, before selecting the appropriate procedure to estimate the RI characteristics [among others,
the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles, further referred to as
lower limit (LL) and upper limit (UL), respectively].
In addition, the software supplies the 90% CIs of the
estimates. Since none of the data sets was normally
distributed, also not after log transformation (P ⬍
0.01), we opted for the nonparametric bootstrap (500
replicates) procedure (25 ). We also estimated the preand postrecalibration overall RI, after applying the
robust factor analysis model on the results of the 14
participating assays. To investigate the effect of recalibration on the uniformity of the RI characteristics,
we calculated the reduction of the CV (%) of the assay
means, and compared the pre- and postrecalibration
medians and percentiles of the individual RIs to those
of the overall RI.

in online Supplemental Table 3S, one can see that before
recalibration, the median deviations ranged from ⫺41%
(D) to ⫹23% (C; ⬍0.5 mIU/L), ⫺15% (L) to ⫹19%
(C; ⱖ0.5 mIU/L to 5 mIU/L), and ⫺14% (B, L) to 8%
(C; ⱖ5 mIU/L), hence, the deviations of the most discrepant assay pairs (D and C, L and C, and B/L and C)
were respectively 64%, 34%, and 22% apart from each
other. After recalibration, the ranges of the median deviations were reduced, from ⫺20.7% (K) to ⫹16% (I),
⫺8.0% (H) to ⫹7% (B), ⫺7% (C) to 6% (O),
respectively.
1252
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Fig. 3 shows that the bias (%; and 1-sided 95%
CI) of 13 of the 14 recalibrated TSH assays met the
specification of 7.8%. For assay H (bias: ⫺6.6%) the
specification was not met with 95% confidence (28 )
(for details on the interpretation, see online Supplemental Table 4S).
Recalibration reduced the CV of the assay means for
the harmonization panel from 9.5% to 4.2% (concentration interval from 0.5 mIU/L to 5.0 mIU/L) and from
7.5% to 4.4% (concentration interval between 0.0175
mIU/L and 74 mIU/L). The CV profile for the larger
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Fig. 1. Combined difference (%) plots to the APTM-4 before (A) and after recalibration (B).
For each assay and sample, the difference of the mean from duplicate measurements is plotted. The differences of the most discrepant assays
before recalibration are highlighted by ﬁlled and colored circles: assay C, red (highest positive mean difference at approximately 15%), assay
L, blue (highest negative mean difference at −16.5%); those of all other assays are shown by open black circles. For the sake of resolution, the
plots do not include samples with a % difference beyond ±85% (13 and 10 samples before and after recalibration, respectively). The red
broken lines are the 7.8% bias limits based on biological variation; the blue broken lines represent the 15th and 85th centiles. Note that as a
result of recalibration, the symbols of the most discrepant assays are centered around zero % difference, and that the % differences of the
centiles are reduced by one-third.

Harmonization of Serum TSH Measurements
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Fig. 2. Median deviations (%) of the assays to the APTM-4 before and after recalibration in 3 concentration intervals: low: <0.5
mIU/L, mid: ≥0.5 to <5.0 mIU/L, high: ≥5.0 mIU/L.
(A), Summarizes the overall improvement in terms of the median deviations (%) by recalibration. For each concentration interval, 2 pairs of
data are shown; the black and red dots show the combined assay-speciﬁc median deviations before and after recalibration, respectively; the
lines represent their 15th, 50th, and 85th centiles. (B), Represents the median deviations (%) of each individual assay by a pair of bars; the
upper and lower bar shows the median deviation before and after recalibration. Note that the bars show the unsigned magnitudes, but
the colors represent the signs (blue: negative, red: positive). Note, for assay A (>5 mIU/L) the deviations were zero.

1254
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Fig. 3. Difference (%) plots after recalibration of the assays to the APTM-4.
The red broken lines are the bias limits of 7.8%, while the blue full lines represent each assay’s mean deviation or bias (%) for the claimed
measurement interval (detailed in Table 1). The short and parallel blue lines (left in the plots) represent the limits of the 1-sided 95% CI of the
bias. Note that the samples for which the deviation was beyond 80% were not included in the % difference plots; they are identiﬁed in the
respective graphs by their concentration and % difference. To avoid confusion: the concentration given in the graph is based on the APTM-4,
for which the concerned assay reported a result within its measurement interval.

Harmonization of Serum TSH Measurements

interval is shown in online Supplemental Fig. 5SA. In
terms of TE, 8 of the recalibrated TSH assays (A, B, D, F,
I, J, L, N) met the specification (⬍5% of the differences
⬎23.8%), while for the other 6 assays, 7% to 15% were
outside the limits (Fig. 4).
RI STUDY

Fig. 5 gives an overview of the medians and percentiles
(both with the 90% CIs) of the overall and individual
RIs before and after recalibration (data available in
online Supplemental Table 5S). Fig. 5 shows how the
uniformity of the RIs (medians and percentiles) was
improved by recalibration, as the latter narrowed the
ranges of the medians by approximately one third (expressed relative to the median of the overall RI). The
range before recalibration was from 1.20 mIU/L (assay
N) to 2.09 mIU/L (assay C), and after recalibration
was from 1.58 mIU/L (assay N) to 1.87 mIU/L (assay

O). Online Supplemental Table 5S shows a similar
effect of recalibration on the percentiles. Before recalibration the maximum deviations for the LL and UL
amounted to 53% and 51% (assays C and N), while
after recalibration the most deviating assays were 21%
apart from each other for the LL (assays I and N) and
18% for the UL (assays O and N). Recalibration also
considerably reduced the CV (%) of the assay means
for the RI measurements, i.e., from 11.9% to 4.8%
(see also online Supplemental Fig. 5SB). This reduction in CV for the RI panel compared well with the CV
decrease observed for the same concentration interval
of the harmonization panel.
HOMOGENEITY STUDY

Statistical testing confirmed that the hypothesis of homogeneity of the samples in the 3 panels could be accepted (P ⬎
0.05, see the online Supplement, Section 1 for details).
Clinical Chemistry 63:7 (2017) 1255
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Fig. 3. Continued

Discussion
Our attempt to harmonize commercially available TSH
immunoassays began with a method comparison using
samples from presumably healthy individuals (Phase I),
in which we showed that recalibration using the APTM
significantly increased the agreement of commercially
available assays (29 ). Allowing the manufacturers to individually adjust their own calibrators using the APTM
from another method comparison with a similar panel of
euthyroid samples (Phase II) established a proof-ofconcept that the approach to harmonization was feasible
1256
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(30 ). Recalibration to the APTM was similarly successful
using samples from patients with thyroid disease (Phase
III). In addition, the overall excellent correlation of most
of the immunoassays’ results to the APTM in patients
with both hypo- and hyperthyroidism led the committee
to conclude that the assays measured TSH in an equimolar fashion, regardless of differences in glycosylation (31 ).
This report describes our next step (Phase IV), in which
we attempt to show that our approach for recalibration
may allow manufacturers to have more uniform RIs in
the future. Note that the participating manufacturers
who only recently joined our effort successfully went
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Fig. 4. Total error (%) plots of the ﬁrst replicate after recalibration to the APTM-4.
The TE was estimated from the % difference to the APTM-4 of the ﬁrst replicate after recalibration. It was validated against the 23.8%
speciﬁcation derived from the biological variation (red broken lines). The 95% limits of agreement [mean % difference ±1.96 CVdiff (%); blue
broken lines] emphasize the fact that the magnitude of the scatter in the plots is different from assay to assay. Note that to keep the resolution
of the graphs reasonable, the samples for which the deviation was beyond 80% were not included, but are identiﬁed in the respective graphs
by their concentration and % difference. To avoid confusion: the given concentration is based on the APTM-4, for which the concerned assay
reported a result within its measurement interval.

Harmonization of Serum TSH Measurements

through the “step-up” approach previously described
(32 ).
The panel of commutable samples used for recalibration in this round had fairly uniformly distributed
concentrations within the typical measurement intervals.
Eleven of the 14 assays had preharmonization median
deviations within 10% from the APTM. The improved
agreement after recalibration is shown by centering of the
assays’ differences (%) around zero difference from the

APTM-4 targets, by the reduced differences (%) of the
15th and 85th centiles and the mean deviations (%)
meeting the 7.8% bias specification with 95% confidence for 13 out of 14 assays. Another indicator of successful recalibration was the reduction of the CV (%) of
the assay means for the harmonization panel from 9.5%
to 4.2%, and for the RI panel from 11.9% to 4.8%.
Because a minimum of 6 months passed between
recalibration of the assays and testing of the RI samples,
Clinical Chemistry 63:7 (2017) 1257
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Fig. 4. Continued

several manufacturers assayed the latter using different
reagent lots (12 of 14), different calibrator lots (10 ), or
different instruments (8 ). This may have contributed to
the observed differences of the individual RI percentiles
from the reference ones.
We believe that this study provides evidence that
harmonization may enable manufacturers to achieve
more uniform RIs in the near future. However, we wish
to emphasize that the RI presented in this report cannot
be seen as the endpoint. It is important that all involved
stakeholders understand that uniform RIs do not indicate a “one-size-fits-all RI.” Reference intervals may be
impacted by factors such as age, ethnicity, iodine intake,
etc. IVD manufacturers will need to verify their individual RIs for TSH in accordance with accepted consensus
standards, such as those from the IFCC, the National
Academy of Clinical Biochemistry and CLSI (33–35 ).
It will also be important that the traceability anchor
achieved through this study is sustained by providing
follow-up panels with traceability to the very first harmonization panel. We already have made an important step
in this direction by ensuring the perfect link between the
first follow-up and harmonization panel (through the
target setting of both panels in parallel). For the future,
we intend to always develop a new panel before depletion
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of the previous one, and measure both in overlap.
Whether the 4 assays selected here will do the future
target setting, will depend on their long-term stability.
We will assess this by our Percentiler application described elsewhere (36 ). Also, collaboration with proficiency testing organizers using commutable samples will
be important to provide surveillance of the continuing
relationship among different assays.
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